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                                                         DATA SUFFICIENCY 
Data sufficiency is the most common question asked in bank examinations. 

Every question in this topic can be solved based on some data provided in 

the question itself. Question are given with data as statements. There can be 

two are more statements. We have to check these statements sufficiency to 

solve the problem. Questions can be solved by using one or more statements 

and even can’t be solved using all statements. We have to choose particular 

answer based on these points. 

Points to remember: 

 There is no need to solve the question to get exact answer. 

 There is only need to check data sufficiency to get answer. 

 Read the given problem. Don't assume anything except universal facts. 

 Take the first statement and combine it with main statement. Try to find 

the answer. 

 If you are unable to find the answer using 4th step then combine second 

statement and combine it with main statement and try to find answer. 

 If you are unable to find an answer using second statement then add 

both statements with main statement and try to find answer. 

 If even now you can't find answer, simply tick both statements are 

insufficient. 

 Question are mostly based on topics: Direction and Distance , Blood 

relation , Coding Decoding , Order and ranking , sitting arrangement. 

FORMAT OF QUESTIONS : 

DIRECTIONS :  

The given questions are followed by two statements labelled as (I) and (II). 

We have to decide if these statements are sufficient to answer the questions. 

Give answer  

(1)  If statement I alone is sufficient but statement II alone is not sufficient. 

(2) If statement II alone is sufficient but statement I alone is not sufficient. 

(3) If each statement alone (either I or II) is sufficient. 

(4) If even statement I and II together are not sufficient. 

(5) If both statement together are sufficient, but neither statement alone is 

sufficient. 
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Q.1. In a row of students A is 24th from left side of the row and B is 18th from 

right side of the row. If they interchange their position B becomes 13th 

from right then- 

Q.1. What is total number of students in that row ?  ANS: 36 

Exp. (24+13)-1=36 

Q.2. How many students are there between A and B ?  ANS: 4 

EXPLANATION: (18-13)-1 

QUESTIONSN

S 

First check statement (I) .Is it sufficient? 

Either (1) or (3) is the correct answer Either (2) or (4) or (5) is the correct answer 

Now check statement (II) . Is it sufficient?  

Answer is: 3 Answer is: 1 Answer is: 

2 

Try both the statements together .  Are the statements together sufficient?  

Answer is : 

5 

Answer is: 4 

Yes No 

Yes No Yes No 

Yes No 
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Q.3. What will be the rank of A from left after interchanging place? ANS: 19 

Exp. (18-13) = 5(DIFFERENCE OF THESE RANK AFTER CHANGING PLACE SO 

24-5= 19) 

Q.4. In a row of 52 boys X is 42nd from right side of the row and Y is 35th from 

left side of the row. If Z is exactly mid of X and Y then what is rank of Z 

from left side of the row?        ANS: 23 

Exp. (52+1)-42=11, (35+11)/2 = 23 

Q.5. In a queue of boys if M is 11st from top and N is 17th from bottom and there 

are 7 boys between M and N then what could be the maximum total 

number of boys in that queue?      ANS: 35 

Exp. (11+7+17) = 35 

Q.6. In a queue of boys if A is 33rd from top and B is 37th from bottom. If there 

are 5 boys between A and B then find total number of boys in that queue?  

ANS.CANNOT BE DETERMINE 

Exp. BECAUSE OF TWO POSSIBILITY, POSSIBILITY I : 33+5+37=75, 

POSSIBILITY II : (33+37)-(5+2)=63 
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